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ABSTRACT
Introduction Among patients with cancer, depression is still 
under- detected. The use of technology- assisted screening tools 
is rising; however, little is known about the uptake of these 
devices as depression screening tools among patients with 
cancer.
Methods and analysis A systematic review will be conducted 
using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta- Analysis Protocols (PRISMA- P). The review is 
registered with PROSPERO and any adjustments to the 
protocol will be traced. The aims of this systematic review 
are to (1) identify the most common and feasible depression 
screening information technology (IT) delivery models among 
patients with cancer, (2) identify the most common depression 
screening instrument used in IT devices and (3) describe the 
published technology- assisted depression screening tools for 
patients with cancer. PubMed, EBSCOhost and Google Scholar 
databases will be used. PICO (Patient/
Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes) guidelines will 
inform the inclusion criteria. Two researchers will independently 
review titles and abstracts, followed by full article review and 
data extraction. In the case of a disagreement, a third reviewer 
will make the final decision. Title/abstract screening will be 
conducted using a screening tool prepared by the researchers. 
Articles will be included for review if: (1) the study includes 
patients with cancer, cancer survivors and/or patients on 
remission, (2) depression is screened using technology and 
(3) technology- assisted depression screening effectiveness, 
efficacy, feasibility and/or acceptance is addressed. The quality 
of the articles will be assessed using the Methodological Index 
For Non- Randomised Studies (MINORS, maximum score 24) 
through independent coding of reviewers.
Ethics and dissemination This research is exempt from 
ethics approval given that this is a protocol for a systematic 
review, which uses published data. Findings from this review 
will be disseminated through peer- reviewed publications and 
scientific conferences.
Systematic review registration PROSPERO registration 
number CRD42019121048.

INTRODUCTION
Rationale
More than 300 million people worldwide suffer 
from depression.1 Depressive spectrum disor-
ders seem to be a common mental health 
complication of cancer.2 A study meta- analysis 
reported the prevalence of depression symptoms 

in patients with cancer to range from 8% to 
24%, varying due to type of screening instru-
ment, type of cancer and treatment phase.3 
A large epidemiological multicentre study 
found that patients with cancer have a fivefold 
increased chance of experiencing depression in 
comparison to the general population.4 Studies 
investigating the association between cancer 
treatments and depression have found a higher 
prevalence of depressive disorders in patients in 
active treatment compared with those who are 
not receiving treatment.2 If these numbers are 
analysed in the context that globally 18.1 million 
new cases of cancer were identified in 2018,1 5 
screening depression symptoms among patients 
with cancer should be a health priority.

The screening of depression is now becoming 
a significant aspect of cancer care.6 For example, 
the National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
and the Institute of Medicine have created 
guidelines and recommendations for routine 
screening of distress (including depression symp-
toms) as a quality standard in oncology prac-
tice.7 It is recommended that those responsible 
for the care of patients with cancer screen for 
depression and provide further assessment for 
patients that screen positive for depression; and 
the process should identify patients that could 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This systematic review addresses the use of tech-
nology for depression screening in patients with 
cancer, as well as the process evaluation (feasibil-
ity, acceptability, efficacy and/or effectiveness) of 
information technology delivery models in oncology 
practice.

 ► Article screening, data extraction, quality and 
strength of evidence assessment will be inde-
pendently conducted by two reviewers to reduce 
personal bias.

 ► Studies in languages other than English will not be 
included or searched, which may contribute to lan-
guage bias.
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benefit from additional support.8 It has been demonstrated 
that distress screening improves the management of psycho-
social distress in patients with cancer.9 Depression symptoms 
remain under- recognised among patients with cancer and 
as such they are associated with major effects on patient 
suffering, mortality and healthcare expenditure.10 Despite 
the existence of evidence- based recommendations to screen 
and address depression symptoms, depression continues to 
go under- detected and under- treated.11 12 One of the main 
causes of this lack of implementation of depression screening 
is thought to be limited resources and the proper implemen-
tation of this service in most government hospitals.13

The use of technology- assisted depression screening tools 
is beginning to be acknowledged by the US National Insti-
tutes of Health (NIH).14 Compared with the traditional 
paper–pencil method, electronic devices for symptom assess-
ment have proven to offer diverse benefits such as immediate 
presentation of results and compilation of aggregate scores, 
as well as the possibility of tracking symptoms.15 The use of 
screening technology potentiates mental healthcare effi-
ciency by enabling easy access to in- depth follow- up assess-
ment, referral and treatment.16 There has been an increased 
implementation of technology- assisted tools in the cancer 
care system.17–20 The healthcare system has not taken full 
advantage of the benefits that major advances in computer 
technology would provide in aiding routine oncology 
practice.21

Objectives
Little is known about the extent to which IT devices 
(computers, tablets, mobile phones and so on) are being 
incorporated into routine depression screening initiatives 
among patients with cancer. Moreover, we are not aware of 
any systematic reviews addressing the use of technology for 
depression screening in patients with cancer. The purposes 
of this systematic review are to:
1. Identify the most common delivery models of depres-

sion screening IT (Internet browser, type of platform, 
application software and so on) among patients with 
cancer.

2. Identify the most common instrument used to screen 
depression in IT devices.

3. Describe the published technology- assisted depression 
screening tools and explore its feasibility for patients 
with cancer.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Eligibility criteria
Study characteristics
Inclusion criteria
PICO22 (Patient/Population, Intervention, Comparison, 
Outcomes) guidelines were used to develop inclusion 
criteria. Articles will be included if they focus on feasibility, 
acceptability, efficacy or effectiveness of the use of technology- 
assisted tools to facilitate screening of depression symptoms 
among patients with cancer seeking medical care (PICO- 
context). Articles may include those with randomised control 
design as long as the comparison group is exposed to other 

technology- assisted screening tools or the paper and pencil 
screening format. Also, the protocol includes scientific arti-
cles addressing IT- assisted depression screening’s feasibility, 
acceptability and implementation of among patients with 
cancer. In summary, articles with the following criteria will be 
included for review:

 ► Experimental or quasi- experimental research design.
 ► Randomised and non- randomised control trials.
 ► Studies involving patients with cancer, subjects who 

are cancer- free and/or patients on remission.
 ► Studies using a technology- assisted depression 

screening tool.
 ► Studies evaluating the effectiveness, efficacy, feasi-

bility and/or acceptance of the technology- integrated 
depression screening tool.

 ► Articles written in English.

Exclusion criteria
Articles with the following criteria will be excluded for 
review:

 ► Studies in which screening technology is used to 
measure depression prevalence.

 ► Studies using technology devices to deliver behav-
ioural interventions to treat depression.

 ► Studies not defining criteria for the measurement of 
effectiveness, efficacy, feasibility and/or acceptance of 
the technology- integrated depression screening tool.

 ► Studies using only qualitative assessments to evaluate 
effectiveness, efficacy, feasibility and/or acceptance of 
the technology- integrated depression screening tool.

 ► Meta- analyses.

Patient and public involvement
No patients or public will be involved in this study consid-
ering it is a systematic review.

Information sources
Electronic databases
The following electronic databases will be searched: 
PubMed, EBSCOhost and Google Scholar.

Additional sources
Articles will also be obtained from the following sources:

 ► Reference list of included studies.
 ► Reference list of an excluded study if it shows direct 

relevance to fit inclusion criteria.
 ► Manual searching of articles.

Search strategy
Search strategy for PubMed is in online supplemental 
appendix 1. This search strategy will be adapted to the other 
databases, reporting further modifications in the review 
manuscript. Articles published up to December 2020 will be 
included in this systematic review.

Study selection
Two main reviewers will independently screen the title and 
abstract of the articles resulting from keyword search in the 
three databases. Screening of articles will be made using a 
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standardised screening tool, containing the year the study 
was published, the first author’s last name, checkmarks for 
inclusion criteria and acceptance/rejection of the study. 
The full text of manuscripts will be obtained if the title and 
abstract content does not clearly state the inclusion/exclu-
sion criteria. Discrepancies between the two main reviewers 
will be resolved through discussion and consensus. If there 
is still discrepancy after discussion, a third reviewer will be 
added. The third reviewer’s selection criteria will also be 
discussed with the two main reviewers. Duplicates will be 
removed using the Excel sheet search icon. The criteria for 
selection or exclusion of all articles will be documented.

Data extraction
The two review authors will independently extract data from 
the included studies using an Excel chart that will take into 
account the inclusion and exclusion criteria (table 1). A prac-
tice data extraction section will be performed by reviewers 
before conducting the data extraction. Any disagreement 
regarding data extraction will be resolved through discussion 
and consensus. A third reviewer will resolve any discrepancies.

Data items
The following information will be extracted:

 ► Articles’ full bibliographical data.
 ► Model of service delivery type (oncology practice, 

primary care setting, inpatient setting and so on), 
screening instrument, type of technology delivery 
model, primary and secondary outcomes, screening 
process (with or without confirmed depression 
diagnosis).

 ► Sample characteristics and demographics, including 
sample size, cancer type, nationality and mean age.

 ► Number of participants, including number of partici-
pants per arm in randomised control trials.

 ► Study methodology, recruitment site and study 
completion rates.

 ► Source(s) of research funding and potential conflicts 
of interest.

 ► The following parameters will be pooled from each 
study selected: per cent of ‘relapse patients’, study design 
(including exact time points when longitudinal), scale 
scoring criteria (including cut- off values).

Risk of bias (quality) assessment
The quality of methods in the study will be assessed with 
the Methodological Index For Non- Randomised Studies 
(MINORS).23 Two independent coders will review all articles 

included after inclusion/exclusion criteria are applied. Any 
disagreements will be resolved by discussion that will include 
a third reviewer. The MINORS tool integrates two levels 
of assessment, one for quasi- experimental and one for 
randomised control trials. The following items will be consid-
ered for bias assessment:
1. A clearly stated aim.
2. Inclusion of consecutive patients.
3. Prospective collection of data.
4. Endpoints appropriate to the aim of the study.
5. Unbiased assessment of the study endpoint.
6. Follow- up period appropriate to the aim of the study.
7. Loss to follow- up less than 5%.
8. Prospective calculation of the study size.

Additional criteria in the case of comparative study:
1. An adequate control group.
2. Contemporary groups.
3. Baseline equivalence of groups.
4. Adequate statistical analyses.

Data analysis
Descriptive analysis will be performed to assess frequency 
and percentage of IT technology tools used for depression 
screening among patients with cancer, participants’ types of 
cancer and demographic characteristics (sex, age, ethnicity, 
income). Also, we will calculate the mean age of overall partic-
ipants. Moreover, we will perform a narrative synthesis of 
main outcomes based on the extracted data items (table 2).

Grading the strength of evidence
We will use the GRADE (Grades of Recommendation, Assess-
ment, Development and Evaluation) approach to assess the 
strength of evidence of the studies reviewed, as recommended 
by the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Inter-
ventions.24 This approach evaluates risk of bias, imprecision, 
inconsistency, indirectness and publication bias. The quality 
of evidence is rated at all levels: very low, low, moderate and 
high.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
Results of this study will be disseminated in scientific confer-
ences and as a peer- reviewed scientific publication. Since the 
primary data will be extracted from public domain databases, 
no informed consent of formal ethics committee review is 
required.

Table 1 Data extraction items based on inclusion criteria

First 
author Year Title

Patients with cancer, 
subjects who are cancer- 
free and/or patients on 
remission

Depression or 
distress screening 
using technology

Experimental or quasi- 
experimental research 
design

IT screening delivery model 
effectiveness, efficacy, 
feasibility and/or acceptance is 
addressed

Articles 
written in 
English

 

 

IT, information technology.
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DISCUSSION
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network and the 
Institute of Medicine25 have created guidelines and recom-
mendations for routine screening of distress (including 
depression symptoms) as a quality standard in oncology prac-
tice. Despite the existence of such evidence- based recom-
mendations,26 depression continues to go under- detected 
and under- treated. The conclusions drawn by this systematic 
approach describe progress towards the development of new 
technology- assisted tools for depression screening in stan-
dard oncology practice.
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Pubmed Search Strategy 

 

((((Distress[Title/Abstract] OR depression[Title/Abstract])) AND screening) AND 

technology) AND cancer 

((("Distress"[Title/Abstract] OR "depression"[Title/Abstract]) AND 

(((((((((((("diagnosis"[MeSH Subheading] OR "diagnosis"[All Fields]) OR "screening"[All 

Fields]) OR "mass screening"[MeSH Terms]) OR ("mass"[All Fields] AND "screening"[All 

Fields])) OR "mass screening"[All Fields]) OR "early detection of cancer"[MeSH Terms]) 

OR (("early"[All Fields] AND "detection"[All Fields]) AND "cancer"[All Fields])) OR "early 

detection of cancer"[All Fields]) OR "screen"[All Fields]) OR "screenings"[All Fields]) OR 

"screened"[All Fields]) OR "screens"[All Fields])) AND ((("technology"[MeSH Terms] OR 

"technology"[All Fields]) OR "technologies"[All Fields]) OR "technology s"[All Fields])) 

AND ((((((((("cancer s"[All Fields] OR "cancerated"[All Fields]) OR "canceration"[All 

Fields]) OR "cancerization"[All Fields]) OR "cancerized"[All Fields]) OR "cancerous"[All 

Fields]) OR "neoplasms"[MeSH Terms]) OR "neoplasms"[All Fields]) OR "cancer"[All 

Fields]) OR "cancers"[All Fields]) 

Translations 

screening: "diagnosis"[Subheading] OR "diagnosis"[All Fields] OR "screening"[All 

Fields] OR "mass screening"[MeSH Terms] OR ("mass"[All Fields] AND "screening"[All 

Fields]) OR "mass screening"[All Fields] OR "early detection of cancer"[MeSH Terms] 

OR ("early"[All Fields] AND "detection"[All Fields] AND "cancer"[All Fields]) OR "early 

detection of cancer"[All Fields] OR "screen"[All Fields] OR "screenings"[All Fields] OR 

"screened"[All Fields] OR "screens"[All Fields] 

technology: "technology"[MeSH Terms] OR "technology"[All Fields] OR 

"technologies"[All Fields] OR "technology's"[All Fields] 

cancer: "cancer's"[All Fields] OR "cancerated"[All Fields] OR "canceration"[All Fields] 

OR "cancerization"[All Fields] OR "cancerized"[All Fields] OR "cancerous"[All Fields] 

OR "neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR "neoplasms"[All Fields] OR "cancer"[All Fields] OR 

"cancers"[All Fields] 
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